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We hope you enjoy our gift tags we created for our Loving Essential Oils fans. We know how much you love to use essential oils to make gifts for friends and family so you can share the joys of essential oils with others.

You can use gift tags on all kinds of projects and gift giving packages, as well as for other projects. They look adorable on DIY Recipe bottles. Also are stunning on gift bags and gift baskets, and can even spice up a wrapped present.

**How To Apply to Package/Gift:**

**Step 1:** Pick the gift tag you want to use for the item you are gifting and print out on card stock paper, it is the best paper to make the tag ridged. You can print on regular paper if needed and then attach to a cardboard piece if you prefer.

**Step 2:** Cut the gift tag out and then punch a hole at the top where the punch circle is by lining up the circle with a hole punch. Once lined up, punch out circle. Write names on tag if applicable.

**Step 3:** Use ribbon, twine, yarn or string through the hole and attach to package. See our picture tutorial on how we like to do it. Once your tag is ready, apply to your gift or package!

-----> Click here for the full blog post on Gift tags  
-----> See Our Favorite Picks For DIY Recipes  
-----> Click here to enter our Weekly Giveaway!
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